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AbstrAct
A smart city involves, among other elements, 

intelligent transportation, crowd monitoring, and 
digital twins, each of which requires information 
exchange via wireless communication links and 
localization of connected devices and passive 
objects (including people). Although localization 
and sensing (L&S) are envisioned as core func-
tions of future communication systems, they have 
inherently different demands in terms of infra-
structure compared to communications. Wireless 
communications generally requires a connection 
to only a single access point (AP), while L&S 
demand simultaneous line-of-sight propagation 
paths to several APs, which serve as location and 
orientation anchors. Hence, a smart city deploy-
ment optimized for communication will be insuf-
ficient to meet stringent L&S requirements. In this 
article, we argue that the emerging technologies 
of reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) and 
sidelink communications constitute the key to 
providing ubiquitous coverage for L&S in smart 
cities with low-cost and energy-efficient technical 
solutions. To this end, we propose and evaluate 
AP-coordinated and self-coordinated RIS-enabled 
L&S architectures and detail three groups of 
application scenarios, relying on low-complexity 
beacons, cooperative localization, and full-duplex 
transceivers. A list of practical issues and conse-
quent open research challenges of the proposed 
L&S systems is also provided.

IntroductIon
The emerging concept of smart cities aims to 
improve accessibility to public services, advance 
digitization of the urban environment, and mon-
itor various human-oriented processes as well as 
assets, by harmonizing diverse digital technolo-
gies at a city level [1]. This broad concept inte-
grates various independent applications to bring 
improvements both at the societal level (such as 
smart homes, smart transportation, supply chains, 
and environment monitoring), and at the individu-
al level (such as indoor navigation and extended 
reality (XR)). To realize the concept of smart cities, 
reliable, low-latency, and high-speed communi-

cation systems (to support information exchange 
and management among interconnected devic-
es), as well as accurate localization and sensing 
(L&S) (to support communication and provide 
situation-awareness services), are of great impor-
tance. In this article, we use the term localization 
to indicate the position (and possibly orientation) 
estimation of a target user equipment (UE), and 
the term sensing to specify the position estimation 
of passive objects (i.e., objects without network-
ing infrastructure or non-cooperating ones).

By exploiting the large antenna array sizes 
and wide bandwidth of millimeter-wave/THz sys-
tems, recent research activities in industry and 
academia on integrated sensing, localization, and 
communication (ISLAC) are growing. ISLAC is 
able to utilize communication infrastructures and 
signals to enable synergies with L&S for diverse 
applications. To this end, several standardization 
efforts and 3GPP activities have been recently 
studied, such as the definition of new radio posi-
tioning requirements, evaluation methodologies, 
and techniques (dependent on radio access tech-
nology and not), in TR 38.855 [2] as well as the 
development of WiFi sensing technology (in both 
sub-7 GHz and mmWave spectrum), in the IEEE 
802.11bf standard [3].

While high angular and delay resolution (due to 
large arrays and wide signal bandwidths) facilitate 
L&S tasks, signal coverage is one of the major chal-
lenges, especially for high-frequency systems which 
suffer from high path loss and increased blockage 
probability. Although communication is possible 
with a link to a single access point (AP) (e.g., a 
gNB macro base station), localization functions 
necessitate access to multiple APs and sensing 
requires to combat the attenuation of transmitter 
(TX)-object-receiver (RX) links, hence, L&S service 
coverage can be quite limited. Reflective reconfig-
urable intelligent surfaces (RISs), which have been 
recently recognized as a promising technology for 
wireless communications in smart cities [1], have a 
huge potential to improve L&S performance, and 
even, enable L&S services in various scenarios [4]. 
However, since RISs are incapable of generating 
their own signals and only modify the analog wave-
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forms impinging on them, separate signal genera-
tion sources are needed.

In 5G NR positioning [2], the downlink (from 
AP to UE) positioning reference signals and uplink 
(from UE to AP) sounding reference signals can 
serve as potential signal sources for RIS-aided 
L&S systems. However, the deployment of pow-
er-hungry APs with full communication capabili-
ties is costly, and UEs usually have limited power 
to provide sufficient signal strength. To fulfill the 
ubiquitous L&S requirements in out-of-coverage 
areas or partially-covered ones (e.g., indoor UEs 
and vehicles in tunnels), sidelink communication 
(which refers to direct communication between 
terminal nodes or UEs without data going through 
the APs) via the PC5 interface can be particularly 
useful [5, 6]. This communication can alleviate 
high signal power loss (e.g., when the AP-UE link 
is of large distance) through denser deployment 
of low complexity beacons that only broadcast or 
receive L&S signals. In addition, cooperative local-
ization between several UEs can be employed to 
enable or enhance L&S. Furthermore, when a UE 
is equipped with a full-duplex transceiver [7], it 
can both simultaneously transmit and receive the 
signal to localize itself (and surrounding objects) 
via a single RIS anchor. By combining sidelink 
communication and RISs, efficient AP-free L&S 
services are feasible.

In this article, we argue that the RIS technolo-
gy, in conjunction with sidelink communications, 
can provide seamless L&S services to partial-
ly-covered and out-of-coverage areas, and thus, 
speed up the intelligent transformation of cities 
into smart environments. The contributions of this 
work are as follows:
• AP-coordinated and AP-free L&S architec-

tures and protocols are proposed.

• Representative RIS-enabled L&S scenarios (i.e., 
beacon-assisted localization, cooperative local-
ization, and self-L&S with a full-duplex trans-
ceiver as illustrated in Fig. 1) are discussed.

• Open challenges with the proposed RIS-en-
abled L&S systems in smart cities are pre-
sented, together with potential directions for 
future research.

L&s ArchItectures And ProtocoLs
In this section, we describe the different entity 
types of the proposed L&S system for smart cities, 
relying on RISs and sidelink communications, as 
well as its enabling architectures, depending on 
whether an AP is present for L&S coordination.

entIty tyPes And overALL ArchItecture
In the proposed RIS-enabled L&S system, there 
are several types of entities: APs, beacons, RISs, 
and UEs, as shown in Fig. 2. The APs provide cel-
lular services to the devices in coverage. A bea-
con could be a roadside unit (RSU) that is capable 
of sending and receiving L&S reference signals via 
sidelink communications. In this way, the explicit 
involvement of expensive and power-hungry APs 
with full communication protocols is not needed 
for L&S purposes. RISs serve as reference anchors 
to assist ISLAC tasks, each being controlled by a 
local RIS controller (RISC). This controller is able 
to switch RIS profiles autonomously or configured 
by other devices, for example, a UE via sidelink 
communication or other RISCs via a RIS orches-
trator (RISO) [8]. Finally, UEs may have different 
hardware capabilities (e.g., single/multiple anten-
nas, half-/full-duplex) that play different roles in 
L&S (e.g., a target UE to be localized, an assis-
tant UE with known or measured location to assist 
L&S, or a server/coordinator in performing L&S 

FIGURE 1. RIS-enabled seamless L&S scenarios in smart cities: a) beacon-assisted localization, b) cooperative localization, and c) self-L&S with a full-duplex 
transceiver. The signals received from a RIS provide extra distance (via the path delay) and directional information (via the AOA, AOD, or spatial frequency), 
which enable or improve L&S.
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tasks). Although all the devices contributing to the 
targeted tasks will have sidelink communication 
capabilities, beacons usually have fewer power 
constraints than UEs, while RISCs are expected 
to configure phases in low-power mode without 
sending or processing L&S reference signals [9]. 
We further consider that RISs coordinate their 
reflective beamforming, either using time divi-
sion or phase profile codes in the time domain, 
which could be predefined or configured adap-
tively (e.g., optimized for L&S performance using 
machine learning algorithms).

For the scenarios considered in this article, we 
propose two different architectures: one based 
on AP coordination and the other on self-coor-
dination. The former architecture works for UEs 
(and other L&S-related devices) inside a coverage 
area or in partially-covered areas (where sidelink 
is available), requiring a specific AP to serve as a 
L&S coordinator. The L&S tasks are performed by 
the interaction between the coordinator and the 
location management function (LMF) (e.g., via the 
NR positioning protocol A (NRPPa) [10]), which 
controls and coordinates all involved devices via 
the access and mobility management function 
(AMF), as shown in Fig. 2. The self-coordinated 
architecture relies explicitly on sidelink commu-
nications, being particularly suitable for UEs in 
the out-of-coverage of APs, or for UEs connected 
to APs that cannot meet the latency and spatial 
resolution requirements (e.g., legacy 3G/4G APs). 
In this case, the L&S are performed at the select-
ed task coordinator (e.g., a UE). In both architec-
tures, L&S signals can be generated by a beacon, 
an assistant UE, or a target UE, depending on the 
network topologies and the specific application 
scenario. Although L&S tasks require dedicated 
algorithms, they can be performed using the fol-
lowing architectures and protocols.

AP-coordInAted ArchItecture
This architecture relies on one or several APs to 
allocate the available radio resources and ensure 
timing among the connected devices, which are 
the UEs, the RIS controllers, and dedicated bea-
con nodes. This network management scheme is 

similar to the mode-1 in sidelink communications 
[5], and the L&S protocols can be summarized 
into the following 6 steps:
1. The target UE triggers an L&S request to the 

AP (which is selected as the task coordinator).
2. The coordinator exchanges related location 

information (e.g., surrounding beacons and 
RISs that are registered in the system), deter-
mines L&S configurations (e.g., communi-
cation mode and RISC setting), as well as 
selects and notifies nearby beacons, UEs, 
and RISs that are involved in the L&S task.

3. The coordinator allocates time-frequen-
cy resources for L&S to all involved devic-
es, and triggers the RISCs to configure the 
phase profiles of the RIS elements for the 
whole duration of the estimation process.

4. The beacons and/or UEs transmit L&S ref-
erence signals, which are reflected by the 
involved RIS(s) and received by the target UE.

5. The collected measurements are used by 
the target UE for localization and/or sensing 
tasks. Alternatively, this computation can be 
offloaded at the L&S server (e.g., the coordi-
nating AP or another UE with high computa-
tional power). For passive reflective RISs, the 
RISC does not have access to the impinging 
radio signal and thus cannot perform any 
estimation.

6. The task coordinator is updated with the 
estimated L&S results; this optional step can 
serve as prior information for future use.
For the partial-coverage scenarios, the 

out-of-coverage UEs need to establish sidelink 
communications with devices that are covered by 
APs. Then, the L&S tasks can be performed simi-
larly to the aforementioned steps.

seLf-coordInAted ArchItecture
An AP-free architecture is required for cases 
where the devices involved in L&S tasks are locat-
ed in out-of-coverage areas. Similar to the mode-2 
sidelink communications [5], L&S tasks can be 
autonomously realized by selecting a specific 
device as the localization coordinator, as follows:
• The target UE discovers nearby devices (e.g., 

beacons, RISs, and other UEs) via sidelink 
communication and obtains their location 
information (if available).

• Based on the discovered neighbors, the tar-
get UE determines a L&S task coordinator 
(could be itself) and notifies it of the L&S 
configurations.

• The target UE triggers a L&S request to the 
coordinator and performs the same actions 
as with the AP-coordinated architecture (i.e., 
steps 2–6).
In the following section, we describe the 

selected L&S scenarios with RISs and sidelink 
communications illustrated in Fig. 1. Scenarios A 
and C were recently presented in [11, 12]; how-
ever, the more general cases of 3D positioning, 
orientation estimation, and mobility, as well as 
the scenarios B1-B3 have not been reported, to 
the best of our knowledge, in the existing open 
technical literature.

rIs-enAbLed L&s scenArIos
In this section, we will present three represen-
tative RIS-enabled L&S scenarios for smart city 

FIGURE 2. UEs performing L&S in different coverage areas. The AP-coordinated architecture can be used for UEs 
located in in-coverage or partial-coverage (sidelink communications required) areas. When the UEs and all the 
L&S devices cannot access any surrounding APs (i.e., lying in out-of-coverage areas), the self-coordinated archi-
tecture is the only option for L&S services. 
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applications relying on the aforementioned archi-
tectures and protocols.

beAcon-AssIsted LocALIzAtIon
With low-complexity beacons, high flexibility in 
the installation and deployment of L&S systems is 
feasible. A typical use case could be a train station 
with multiple low-cost beacons broadcasting L&S 
reference signals to UEs to navigate indoors, via 
the support of RISs. In this category, we consid-
er UE localization (with the aid of one or more 
RISs) and RIS localization (with the aid of several 
beacons).

Single-RIS-Enabled UE Localization: In this 
scenario, the RIS and beacon states are assumed 
to be known so that an extra delay and the 
angle-of-departure (AOD) of the RIS path can 
be estimated from the beacon’s L&S reference 
signals. The target UE can then be localized by 
the intersection of a hyperbola (i.e., time-differ-
ence-of-arrival (TDOA) of the LOS and RIS paths) 
and the line in the direction of the AOD at the 
RIS. Strong multipath will affect the performance 
[11]; however, with proper RIS profile design, 
controllable RIS channels can be separated from 
uncontrolled multipath channels, leading to better 
performance.

Multi-RIS-Enabled UE Localization: If mul-
tiple RISs are simultaneously available, the 
requirements for LOS and delay estimations are 
unnecessary. The AODs from different RISs can 
be estimated and used to localize the UE by inter-
secting the AOD lines. With multiple RISs, the UE 
is localizable even under blockage of the LOS 
path between the beacon and the UE, as shown 
in Fig. 3. However, the localization tasks cannot 
be performed when only one anchor (beacon or 
RIS) is visible to the UE (see the yellow triangular 
area around the point [3, 3] m).

RIS Localization via Multi-Static Sensing: In a 
scenario where passive UEs or objects are coated 
with RISs, the localization (or sensing, depending 
on scenarios) can be performed semi-passively 
with only a small amount of energy needed for 
localization coordination and RIS phase profile 
control. Such localization tasks can estimate the 
positions (and orientations) of RIS-coated objects 
by using several beacons with known positions 
and the estimated delays and spatial frequencies 
(rather than the AODs used in A1 and A2). Note 
that the geometrical constraints can largely reduce 
the difficulties in these scenarios. For example, the 
orientation of a RIS can be assumed as 1D (e.g., 
vehicle heading direction). In addition, the adop-
tion of antenna arrays at the beacons can further 
simplify the RIS localization problem.

cooPerAtIve LocALIzAtIon
Sidelink communication has been introduced for 
information exchange between UEs, opening the 
road for numerous use cases, such as platooning, 
collision avoidance and autonomous driving [5]. 
The combination of RISs and sidelink is expected 
to provide low-latency and high-reliability commu-
nications [13], but also assist L&S in a coopera-
tive manner [14] which will be the main focus in 
this work. A typical scenario could be cooperative 
vehicular networks in urban areas with severe AP 
and GPS signal blockages. We consider single- and 
multi-RIS-involved localization scenarios, where sin-

gle-antenna UEs cooperate to estimate their posi-
tions via sidelink signals. We also consider a more 
general scenario where RIS-coated objects are 
involved, resulting in cooperative RIS localization.

Single-RIS-Enabled Cooperative Localization: 
Consider a scenario with several UEs and one RIS 
anchor, where the UEs wish to estimate their posi-
tions. We assume that each UE can send sidelink 
signals (i.e., being the TX) to other UEs, which 
arrive at the UEs via two paths (i.e., the UE-UE 
and UE-RIS-UE paths). By proper control of the 
RIS elements, those two paths can be separated. 
Then, the delays for different paths and the spatial 
frequency information (similar to A3) related to 
each RIS can be estimated via the received sym-
bols at the RX. Finally, those collected measure-
ments can be utilized to estimate the locations 
of the TX and RX. This scenario requires at least 
three UEs to cooperate and render their locations 
feasibly without ambiguities. Figure 4 compares 
the PEBs for three UEs in a RIS-enabled versus 
beacon-aided 3D cooperative localization scenar-
io as a function of the number of RIS elements.

Multi-RIS-Enabled One-Way Sidelink Local-
ization: In the scenario with at least two RISs, 
one-way sidelink communications is sufficient 
to localize both the TX and RX UEs. With two 
RISs, three delay measurements can be obtained 

FIGURE 3. Scenarios A1 and A2: PEB (in meters) with different UE positions in a multi-RIS-aided SISO localization 
scenario at 28 GHz with three 10  10 RIS arrays. The target UE can be localized with a single RIS and a beacon-UE 
LOS path, or with at least 2 RISs under LOS blockage conditions (see [11] for more details).
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between the TX and RX via the line-of-sight (LOS) 
and the two RIS paths. However, that would 
require an optimal joint design of the reflection 
elements at both RISs to be able to separate the 
paths at the RX. In addition, once the RIS paths 
are separated, we can also estimate the spatial 
frequency information at each RIS. Thus, those 
collected measurements can be utilized to esti-
mate the locations of the TX and RX.

Cooperative RIS Localization: Consider a 
more general scenario where one RIS (or sev-
eral) with a known state is used to localize mul-
tiple UEs (with sidelink capabilities) and objects 
(coated with a RIS). This scenario is challenging 
due to the high complexity of the network and 
a large number of unknowns. However, with 
a proper design of all the involved RIS profiles 
and the transmission protocol, this problem can 
be decomposed into a cooperative localization 
and a RIS localization problems. Similar to sin-
gle-RIS-enabled cooperative localization, at least 
several UEs (depending on scenarios) need to 
take the role of the TX, and transmit sidelink 
signals to the other UEs via the direct and indi-
rect paths. Once the UEs are localized, the RIS 
localization task can be solved similarly to RIS 

localization via multi-static sensing, and the esti-
mation results can be refined by processing all 
the available information.

seLf-L&s wIth A fuLL-duPLex trAnsceIver
When a UE is equipped with a full-duplex trans-
ceiver (like radar) [7], the multi-RIS setup and 
cooperation between UEs are unnecessary. 
Instead, this UE can perform self-positioning with 
a single RIS and use the multipath components 
to map the environment over time; this process 
is known as monostatic simultaneous localization 
and mapping (SLAM). It is noted that SLAM is 
not limited to full-duplex UEs, and bistatic SLAM 
can also be performed in beacon-assisted and 
cooperative localization use cases. We next 
present three beacon-free L&S scenarios with a 
full-duplex UE.

RIS-Enabled Self-Localization: Consider a 
system with a single-antenna UE and a RIS, 
where the UE transmits L&S reference signals 
and receives their back-scattered versions, that 
is, the UE-RIS-UE (controlled path) and UE-land-
mark-UE (uncontrolled path) signals. One option 
for the RIS phase profiles is to consider direc-
tional reflective beams, which can be efficiently 
designed when the UE position uncertainty (even 
under mobility cases) is available [12]. The delay 
and angle information at the RIS of the UE-RIS-
UE channel can be estimated for this scenar-
io, and then used to localize the UE. In Fig. 5, 
beampatterns at the RIS with two different phase 
profiles are illustrated, focusing on the UE uncer-
tainty region, and the optimized phase profiles of 
[12] can offer improved L&S performance.

RIS-Enabled SLAM: If a UE is equipped with a 
full-duplex multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) 
antenna array [7], SLAM can be enabled. Sim-
ilar to RIS-enabled self-localization, the signals 
from different paths can be resolvable with opti-
mized RIS phase profiles and precoders/com-
biners. In addition to the position information 
obtained from the controlled path (RIS-enabled 
self-localization), the parameters of the uncon-
trolled paths reaching the UE array are exploit-
ed to sense the propagation environment. Using 
state-of-the-art SLAM filtering, UE localization and 
radio mapping (i.e., sensing) performance can be 
improved. The evaluation of the sensing perfor-
mance with different phase profiles is illustrated 
in Fig. 6, showcasing the prominent role of the 
RIS reflection optimization.

RIS Localization with a Full-Duplex Array: 
Consider the more general scenario from RIS-en-
abled self-localization including one anchor RIS 
mounted on a wall, a UE equipped with a full-du-
plex MIMO transceiver, and several objects coat-
ed with RISs (e.g., mounted on the front and 
rear side of a vehicle). In addition to the signals 
reflected from the anchor RIS (as also in RIS-en-
abled self-localization), the UE also receives 
single-bounce reflected signals from the RISs 
mounted on the objects, enabling localization 
of both UE itself and the RISs-coated objects. 
When multiple UEs are present and cooperate 
in the estimation process, the orientation of the 
RISs-coated objects can also be obtained. In a 
scenario without any anchors, this RIS localization 
can also help in estimating the relative locations 
of the active UE and passive UEs.

FIGURE 5. The reflective beamforming gain (in dB) with a RIS using: a) A directional profile; b) An optimized profile 
via [12] (50  50 RIS arrays, 20 transmissions, 20° and 16° angular uncertainty in azimuth and elevation). The red 
squares represent the UE angular uncertainty region that needs to be covered.

a)

b)
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oPen reseArch chALLenges
In this section, we discuss the most critical chal-
lenges with the proposed RIS-enabled L&S system 
and list possible directions for future research.

Anchor dePLoyment oPtImIzAtIon
The placement of the anchors (e.g., beacons and 
RISs) is critical to meet the L&S key performance 
indicator (KPI) requirements within a service area 
(e.g., error bounds lower than a certain thresh-
old, as shown in Fig. 3). In scenarios without any 
active anchors (e.g., B1-B3 and C1-C3), the L&S 
design needs to take into account the state distri-
butions and hardware capabilities of all involved 
devices. The deployment involves both the posi-
tion and orientation optimization of the anchors, 
taking into account the blockage in the surround-
ing environment. RIS-aided SLAM can help in cre-
ating such an environment map, which can be 
supported by cooperative sidelink UEs. Heuristic 
optimization solutions can then be applied to find-
ing optimal anchor sites.

resource ALLocAtIon And coordInAtIon
Resource allocation for L&S tasks, including 
power and time-frequency allocation, beamform-
ing design, and scheduling, must be carefully 
designed to ensure a favorable trade-off with con-
ventional communication services. Depending on 
the KPI requirements of the applications that send 
L&S service requests, new objectives that consid-
er integrated L&S and communications should 
be formulated and satisfied. An important part 
of resource allocation is RIS phase profile opti-
mization and multiplexing [11]. Broad RIS beams 
lead to coverage reduction, while narrow pencil 
beams are sensitive to misalignment. Hence, high-
ly adaptive RIS profile designs are needed, relying, 
when possible, on prior UE and object state infor-
mation.

When dealing with multiple RISs and UEs, 
resource allocation becomes more complex, and 
the increased coordination overhead needs to be 
accounted for. RIS multiplexing can be addressed 
by time multiplexing, temporal coding, and mak-
ing use of high path loss for spatial reuse. The 
afore-described resource allocation problems can 
be tackled by a combination of traditional optimi-
zation-based methods (e.g., convex optimization) 
and learning-based methods (e.g., reinforcement 
learning).

estImAtIon ALgorIthms
From an algorithmic perspective, there are chal-
lenges related to channel parameter estimation, 
tracking in dynamic environments, and anchor 
calibration. Different from most existing works 
that assume the channel between the RIS and the 
active signal source (e.g., an AP) to be known, 
the AOAs/AODs at the RISs are coupled in coop-
erative localization (scenarios B1 and B2) and 
RIS localization (e.g., scenarios A3, B3, and C3) 
tasks, requiring novel algorithms to process the 
estimated spatial frequencies. More refined chan-
nel parameter estimation also requires accurate 
channel models and the RISs’ impact on them, 
such as the near-field effect, beam squint effect, 
RIS element failures, and hardware impairments. 
Due to mobility, difficult conditions such as signal 

blockage, unresolvable signal paths, and severe 
path loss will affect L&S performance. Sensing 
also suffers from inherent complications, such as 
an unknown number of objects, unknown types 
of objects, unknown detection probabilities for 
signal paths, extended objects, and multi-bounce 
observations. Dedicated filters should be devel-
oped to address these complications and get inte-
grated into the L&S framework. Finally, in terms of 
anchor calibration, which is similar to RIS localiza-
tion (as described in scenarios A3, B3, and C3), 
requiring a calibration agent that incorporates 
other sources of localization estimations (i.e., sen-
sor fusion).

understAndIng Anchor hArdwAre ALternAtIves
There are also opportunities to improve L&S cov-
erage via variations of the hardware deployed at 
the beacons, RISs, and UEs. On the beacon and 
UE sides, multi-panel arrays (i.e., 3D arrays) could 
be implemented for further coverage extension. 
On the RIS side, new types of RISs are emerg-
ing beyond almost passive reflective RISs [15]. As 
previously mentioned, an active RIS can be used 
to boost the signal energy (i.e., change both the 
amplitude and phase of the incident signal) for 
improved coverage. A receiving RIS (also known 
as a hybrid RIS or a simultaneously reflecting and 
sensing RIS) can enable parameter estimation at 
the RIS side, offering extra degrees of freedom 
for the design of L&S estimation approaches. 
Omni-directional RISs, intended to realize simul-
taneous reflection and refraction (i.e., 360° cover-
age), enable simultaneous indoor and outdoor 3D 
localization. A non-reciprocal RIS that integrates 
nonreciprocal phase shifters allows full-duplex 
communications, and a delay-adjustable RIS is 
capable of adjusting the delays of signals reflected 
by different RIS elements, which contributes to 
the alleviation of the beam squint effect. All of 
these alternatives have implications on L&S ser-
vices and merit further study.

PrIvAcy, securIty, And socIAL AccePtAnce Issues
Cooperative L&S require extensive information 
exchange of local measurements between devic-
es, which may cause privacy issues. In addition, 
different types of cyber attacks can reduce the 
L&S service availability, or even provide an unde-
tected erroneous location estimation, which is 

FIGURE 6. The evaluation of RIS-enabled SLAM performance, in terms of generalized optimal subpattern assignment 
distance (GOSPA), with a 20  20 RIS with different phase profiles (random, directional, and optimized via [12]), 
using 20 transmissions and a 4  4 UE array in an environment with 4 visible landmarks).  
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The smart city paradigm 
will enable widespread 

adoption of digital services to 
address societal needs. It is 
envisioned to benefit people 

and businesses, offering 
efficient, safe, and comfort-
able living spaces as well as 

everyday-life smart-living 
applications. To achieve this 
overarching goal, seamless 
wireless communications 

among diverse devices and 
L&S are of paramount impor-
tance, enabling information 

exchange, device localization, 
and mapping of the envi-

ronment

unacceptable for safety-critical applications Cur-
rently, several security management systems have 
been standardized (e.g., IEEE 1609.2), and secu-
rity threats have been identified for sidelink com-
munications. However, the discussions on L&S 
task-related security issues are still at the initial 
stage, and potential threats need to be explored 
and eliminated. A final aspect related to the 
widespread adoption of RISs lies in their social 
acceptance. RISs should be integrated in a way 
that they blend into the environment (ideally, be 
transparent). To this end, the benefits of RISs to 
improve safety and reduce electromagnetic emis-
sions should be demonstrated.

concLusIon And outLook
The smart city paradigm will enable widespread 
adoption of digital services to address societal 
needs. It is envisioned to benefit people and busi-
nesses, offering efficient, safe, and comfortable 
living spaces as well as everyday-life smart-living 
applications. To achieve this overarching goal, 
seamless wireless communications among diverse 
devices and L&S are of paramount importance, 
enabling information exchange, device localiza-
tion, and mapping of the environment. In this 
article, we discussed the key to achieving low-
cost and energy-efficient seamless L&S, namely, 
reflective RISs in conjunction with sidelink com-
munications. We presented AP-coordinated and 
AP-free system architectures and detailed three 
RIS-enabled L&S scenarios, each including several 
use cases and most relying on sidelink communi-
cations. Finally, an extended list of open research 
challenges relevant to the proposed RIS-enabled 
seamless L&S concept was presented, including 
the necessity for anchor deployment optimization 
and optimized resource allocation schemes, algo-
rithmic and privacy issues, as well as the role of 
multi-functional RISs.
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